With instant loans I can shop to my heart’s content

First make a budget, then spend. And wisely

Where can I find my bank’s correct contact number?

On the reverse of your Debit/Credit Card or on bank’s official website

Make a budget
Budgeting ensures all necessary expenses are met. Earmark a part of your income for regular expenses and set aside a portion for future requirements

Save now, secure future
The habit of savings protects you from financial difficulties. So, reserve some part of your income for future needs

Use money wisely
Your hard earned money is valuable. Spend it wisely

Be aware
Always take the contact number of your bank from Debit/Credit Card, the letter that accompanied it or from the bank’s official website

Be responsible
Do not share OTP/CVV/Password/PIN or any other personal details of your bank account with anyone

Be careful
Digital services are convenient and safe but one should be careful while using these, to avoid frauds and loss of money